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Editorial
We kick off this issue with the missing results from Andy Crisp’s report on the Oxford
Dreaming Spires event, I failed to pan down far enough on the reproduction of his report and
completely missed them.
Next up we have a double barrelled report on our ‘return to Wallop’ meeting from Jim Paton &
Myself. I hibernated from the fierce sunshine all day so it’s Jim’s report that fills in the event
details. Good news is that we will have our other events there for this year but it looks like
that will be it. See secretary’s report.
Dick Twomey weighs in with a short report on his now annual schools glider competition.
Unfortunately he was unable to get any photographs other than a poor reproduction of the
Weekly Times newspaper report.
The latest positions in the vintage coupe league are tabulated by Gavin Manion. There are only
six contestants that have scored points as yet. He is pleased to observe that Etienvre’s were
beaten by a ‘Claude Dore’ in the last event. He hopes his articles on other vintage coupes will
produce a few more ‘Etienvre’ beaters.
I was doing a bit of thumb twiddling in the shade of the gazebo at Wallop and Fly-offs crossed
my mind so I thought I would resurrect the alternative target time method to see if there
might be any support.
I’ve dipped into our archive of the late Keith Miller and have published a half dozen more of
his many photographs. I don’t select them specially, I am just running through them in order,
good bad or indifferent.
Flipping through some old Aeromodellers I came across ‘Rezenebe’, a Jim Fullarton all sheet
canard of the Ebenezer style which might appeal to some of the builders of the unorthodox.
The next of the promised articles on vintage coupes from Gavin Manion. ‘Pipo’ another for
searchers for a new design. Rather an old design new to the class of course.
Nick Peppiatt, ‘Indoors isn’t for Everyone’’, continues with some more on Co2, including details
of an American source of various spare parts for motors. He winds up with a serious looking
helicopter he’s found.
I thought some of you might like to have a go at another of Nick Robinson’s Paper Airplanes,
so there follows the next design from his book. Once again I am just featuring them in order
from the book.
Roy Tiller features bits from the rebirth of ‘Meccano’ magazine in January 1968. It appears
the mag presented lots of aeromodelling content back in those days.
I’ve saddled you with another article of mine written for the old Paperback ‘Clarion’ of 2003.
Our secretary Roger winds up this month’s mag with his monthly report.
Sadly reporting probable loss of Wallop from 2020.
He keeps us up to date with the impending drone busting legislation and his efforts and that
of others appear to be met by the usual arrogance of party politicians towing the party line
seemingly totally ignorant of the wider implications of their lack of understanding.

Editor
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Dreaming Spires Results

-

Andrew Crisp

Editor:
An error in the last issue, I missed out the results from Andy Crisp’s Dreaming
Spires Rally report so here they are:
My apologies Andrew.

Andrew Crisp
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Return to Wallop

-

John Andrews/Jim Paton

John Andrews’s report of the day.
Saturday 29th June saw 1066 back at its
ancestral home, the Army Air Corps flying
field at Middle Wallop.
Patient work by our secretary Roger Newman
was rewarded that day when some 28 or so
competition flyers drove around the country
road, carefully following the SAM1066 signs,
to the rear of the airfield where Barbara &
Roy Tiller took our entrance fee, inspected
our BMFA membership paperwork and waved
us onto the field.
This event was a trial meeting for the authorities to satisfy themselves that free-flight meetings
at Wallop could be run safely and to that end we, in my humble opinion, acquitted ourselves admirably
and future meetings should follow, open to all members.
That Saturday was the hottest ever I believe and when Rachel & I finally settled down at the end
of the flight line it soon became obvious to us that competing in the heat was not for us. One major
omission from my flying kit was the fishing umbrellas, left at home. The car was much too hot for
comfort and precious little shade was available outside and soon we were both with Roger under the
shade of the control gazebo. Here we remained the entire day together with about half a dozen
other perspiring souls.
A non-event day for Rachel & myself but all looks well for the rest of this years events, but not
thereafter as our secretary’s report will explain.
Jim Paton’s view of the day.
Sunday’s Middle Wallop do was a roaring success as far as everyone flying was concerned. After
discussion with the local club we moved to the perfect location, giving us the full diagonal across
the airfield. With a 90 second max we all started off worrying about overloaded fly offs. Well that
didn’t happen. There were plenty of dropped flights due to serious sink. I brought models with rdt
plus a few others just in case. I flew my Buckeridge heavyweight in mini vintage and d/ted very
early on its first flight. After that I found really good sink to land well below a max. I think the
third flight was just as bad. With lots of rubber and a long motor run, I thought it was going to be
a doddle. My three trimming flights had been little short of perfect. My Hornet in under 25” rubber
maxed three times, only to give its worst performance of 54 seconds in the fly-off, to place me
second. Andrew Longhurst flew a Scram in vintage rubber and comfortably maxed three times. I
flew a Filibuster that went better with each flight as I added a bit more right thrust each time.
For the third flight it got away well and I said so to Andrew who was watching it time keeping. He
responded you’d better add a bit more right as it decided to power stall for a bit. However with a
75 second motor run it would have had difficulty not maxing. On its first flight it did actually do a
low level loop before recovering well and maxing. Andrew opted out of the fly-off to go home early,
having had an excess of sun and insufficient liquid. I accepted his bottle of wine and promised not
to forget to give it to him at Port Meadow the following week. (if the missus hadn’t consumed it
first). I made three essential trips to the cafe on my electric bike, but I forgot my second battery.
I always forget to pack something. When it ran out I gave up on thoughts of retrieving my Altair
vintage coupe. So it got put back in the car.
Thanks and complements to Roger Newman and his helpers for organising and CD’ing so expertly
and pleasantly. Let’s hope there is lots more of the same.

Jim Paton
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Engine Analysis: Frog 3.49

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1

Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1
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Mauritius ‘Weekly’ Report

-

Dick Twomey

(Editor: A piece and picture written by Dick and published in the Mauritius ‘Weekly’ paper showing the
winners of of his annual schools glider competition, now in its fourth year.
This picture is the best we can do, it’s a scan from a copy of the ‘Weekly’ news letter.)

We have just held the finals of this year’s model Glider Comp, having whittled down the best to
40 models (and teams) from over 100 schools. Once again the Southampton University
provided the sponsorship of cash and trophy prizes. We made a tactical error this (fourth) year
by allowing multiple entries from each school, with the result that one college, that has been
producing winning models since 2016, won 3 out of the 4 prizes. We shall change that for next
year or the other schools will lose interest!
If you remember our Depron-material small models are very simple, but the kids do learn a bit
of basic aerodynamics.
We only do hand-launches from a slightly raised position, and this year the winning glide ratio
was upped from 1:12 last year to 1:17, so we must be making some progress!

Dick Twomey
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Extract from Model Aircraft Feb 1951

Is Another World Watching Us?
Feeling that the advent of weird flying machines into our atmosphere is a serious competitive
threat to the model aircraft movement we have invited Professor Moonshine, the well-known
astronomer, to answer some important questions :
Q:
A:

Why are Flying Saucers so shaped ?
To enable them to make a round trip.

Q:
A:

At what time of day is one most likely to observe these machines ?
Immediately after closing time.

Q:
A:

Can they sustain flight for longer periods than aircraft belonging to this world ?
Yes, with the possible exception of Russian Duration Models.

Q:
A:

Aerodynamically speaking, have they anything in common with our own model aircraft
designs ?
Only with power duration models, in that they, too, look like nothing on earth.

Q:
A:

Is there any truth in the rumour that bodies of little men have been found beside a wrecked machine ?
No, this story originated from a team race pile-up.

Featured in this journal, a few issues back, was a very ingenious folding wing glider. The idea of
the folding wing glider is not, however, a new one. This was amply demonstrated at the last Nationals.
If Found . . .
Most of us, I feel, are apt to regard the plastering of " If Found " labels on our beauteous models as
a disfiguring, but necessary, evil; and contrive to site such excrescences on the most unobtrusive part
of the model's anatomy. But now and again the eye is boggled by the sight of a large and livid label
emblazoned with the mysterious phrase : "Experimental Model". Which appears, more often than
not, on the sort of model that looks about as experimental as an old fashioned spinning wheel.
Now, while we in the model world are apt to treat this form of pretentiousness with a certain amount of
sardonic amusement, I often conjecture on the feelings of the layman who happens to discover this
portentous phrase peering at him through his rhododendrons. Surely his immediate reaction would
be to smuggle the precious flying machine into the best bedroom. Lock, bolt and bar the door, and
then ring—no, that would be a too risky procedure with something upon which the future security of
the country might rest—well, contact the owner by some dark and secret means. After which he
would await with tremulous excitement the arrival of high government officials and M.I.5 Agents ;
to be followed by a bountiful reward and possibly the B.E.M. or some equally meritorious award in
recognition of his patriotic action. You can imagine his humiliating disappointment when the ownership
of the model is eventually claimed by a pimply faced youth in a "Sloppy Joe", who brightly offers him a
cement caked half-crown. In my view he'd have every justification in jumping on the model, and the
pimply faced youth too.
The Brighter Side
That pauperised individual, the aero-modeller, must now, it seems, make some contribution to the
National Exchequer through the agency of Purchase Tax on kits and engines. I, personally, greet this
news with mixed feelings, as the increase in prices might well restrain Aunt Tabitha from presenting
me with yet another Catapult Glider Kit next Christmas.
Fortune Afloat
Recently in the news has been the story of an epic voyage across the Pacific on a Balsa raft. It can now
be disclosed that this great feat was due to a Columbus-like error in navigation. Actually, the crew's
idea was to float the raft to England, where, at the current reigning prices of Balsa, they could have
flogged it for a princely sum, or, perhaps, exchanged it for a luxury yacht.
News from our Northern friends indicates that several new Wakefield designs for 1951 are already
under way. This will indeed make a welcome change from last season's effort.
I understand that many Wakefield enthusiasts, seeking improved performance, have been tickled by
the idea of the feathering propeller.
Now that most fuselage shapes have been tried : slabside, chopper, suitcase, etc., I am thinking of
introducing the new Spoon shape. This, no doubt, will cause quite a stir.

Pylonius
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Vintage Coupe League

-

Gavin Manion

Vintage Coupe report: Middle Wallop 29th June 2019
I've had a sneak preview of the vintage coupe results from the SAM do at Middle Wallop.
So here's the latest on the Vintage Coupe League.
"SAM 1066's return to Middle Wallop took place on Saturday 29th June, a hot and sultry day
by all accounts, I was due in Tewkesbury on the evening so couldn't attend but I can confirm
that the Roses Theatre there was equally hot and sultry.
Roger Newman tells me that Richard Fryer won with a full house and Chris Redrup and Robin
Kimber tied for second place with just a couple of seconds dropped. Since shared places mean
shared points I make that 3 points for Richard and 1 1/2 points each for Chris and Robin.
(Now, four people flew so Chris and Robin weren't last otherwise they would have had "nil point"
because "there are no points for last". Why did I ever dream up this league?)
So, since we have neatly sidestepped a potential problem, the new league positions are:Vintage Coupe League
Position
1
2 tied
2 tied
4
5
6

Current League Standings
Competitor
Chris Redrup
Dave Taylor
Richard Fryer
Colin Foster.
Robin Kimber
Bill Dennis.

Points
4.5
3
3
2
1.5
1

Congrats are due to Robin Kimber for scoring his points with his Claude Doré.
Not the most obvious Etienvre beater "

Gavin Manion
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Fly-offs

-

John Andrews

At the Wallop meeting on June 29th I spent the bulk of the day sitting under the control gazebo
cowering away from the fierce sunshine of the day. How often do you find the need to do that
in this country.
Whilst spectating away one’s mind tends to wander and for some reason D/T fly-offs crossed
my mind, I expect it was the competition organiser declaring what was the method of the day.
It seems quite a while ago that the need to limit fly-off times was recognised by SAM1066
and our dear departed Chairman John Thompson was the prime mover in the adoption of the
current D/T fly-off system. ie.
DT Fly-off
The fly-off flight is timed as normal to the ground but in addition the time to the activation
of the dethermaliser is also recorded. The actual flight time is then adjusted by subtraction
of 2secs for each second in excess of the declared time to D/T, should the model exceed it.
The contestant with the highest adjusted time is declared the winner.
A suitable flight time to D/T action is selected by the Competition Director, usually the Max
time of the day, particularly if the wind strength has reduced by fly-off time. The time to D/T
is set in an attempt to keep models within the airfield boundaries which will reduce retrieval
times and hopefully have all the competition winners present at the prize presentation.
There are problems with D/T fly-offs, competitors could fiddle with D/T mechanics to slow
down descent times.
Determination of the activation of the D/T can be a problem if action is a little weak and slow
to deploy.
(I was supporting Barbara Tiller a few years back as she was timing one of Roy’s flyoffs. The D/T
activation was slow and the model just sagged a bit at first and it was some 5secs before we were sure
the D/T had activated. That 5secs lost Roy the competition. You could argue that that was Roy’s fault.)

From conversations I heard at Wallop, not all timekeepers are familiar with the split action on
the reset button of digital stop-watches, which is a method of recording the time to D/T
activation. Not a real problem but gives two possiblities of timekeeper error. Some competitors
were looking for two timekeepers, one for D/T time and one for flight time. I do not condone
a quick glance at the running stopwatch as being acceptable.
<--->
I would suggest that fly-offs could be made to the Target Time method where the Contest
Director sets a flight time for the fly-off, usually the Max of the day, and contestants attempt
to make a flight as near to that time as they can. The contestant with the least deviation being
the winner.
Target Time Fly-off.
The fly-off flight is timed to the ground. The deviation from the declared target time is the
actual fly-off score and the contestant with the smallest deviation is declared the winner.
This method makes the fly-off just another timed flight with no additional tasks required by
the timekeeper. Deviation calculations being done by control after the flight.
There is still the question whether recorded times should be to the ‘nearest second below’ or
to the ‘nearest second’. It makes little difference but I would go for ‘nearest second below’
the same as normal timekeeping.
Anybody got any thoughts on the matter?
(This piece illustrates how one’s thoughts can wander and produce a one page article about very little subject matter).

John Andrews
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Vintage in Black & White

-

Keith Miller Archive

Italian modeller with replica of Ellila's geared 1949 Wakefield winner, at Middle Wallop in the 80's.

Chris Hawke ROG's his Wakefield model at Middle Wallop in the 80's.
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Group at Old Warden in the 80/90's. Danny Sheelds (USA) in centre with his A-frame.

Danny Sheelds (USA) launches his A-frame at Old Warden in the 80/90's.
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Brian Hewitt (SAM35) launches his CE Bowden designed "Kanga Kub" at Old Warden in the 80's.

Brian Hewitt's (SAM35) CE Bowden designed "Kanga Kub" at Old Warden in the 80/90's.

Keith Miller Archive
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Rezenebe

-

Jim Fullarton

A lively 18 inch span tail-first free flight model for .010 engines designed by Australian down-undertail-first exponent, JIM FULLARTONIt all started one day when we were playing around with that wonderful word of Bert Streigler's, and
found out it could be written backwards. After that discovery, there was only one thing for it. There
just had to be a canard EBENEZER. What is more, it had to be a real canard, not one of your halfbaked tractor efforts, but a genuine tail-first, propeller-last pusher, like they used to build back in '09.
We will not bore readers with a detailed description of construction, beyond a reminder to use light
material (and not too much paint either) behind the C.G. so as to minimise the amount of nose ballast
required. The foreplane has a thicker section than the wing and has a turbulator to prevent premature
stalling.
To make Mr. Cox's tiny powerhouse "Push" instead of "Pull", we need a left hand propeller, which is
bent from dural. This will be quite safe provided you do not use soft aluminium, and replace rather
than straighten it should it ever become badly bent (most unlikely on a canard.)
Incidentally, with a new motor and a pusher prop., you may have some trouble with overheating until
it is run in.
Correct location of the C.G. is absolutely vital, so when completely painted and assembled, balance
at the point shown by cementing lead strips to the elevator platform.
The wing is fixed, but the elevator is attached by rubber bands, and the angle may be varied by
packing as required to get a satisfactory glide
trim. A small celluloid tab may be used on the
left fin to induce a wide left glide turn. The left
thrust offset shown should produce a safe right
turn (things are reversed on a canard) under
power.
Work up to full power gradually, (not too much
fuel in the tank either) and your model will soon
be turning in flights which will be all the more
spectacular because it is apparently flying
backwards!
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Jim Fullarton (Aeromodeller Dec.1966)
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‘Pipo’ Vintage Coupe

-

Gavin Manion

Le PIPO, Le Modelé Reduit D’Avion (MRA) No185 (probably Sept 1954)
The article in MRA is entitled “The Three Devices” by the famous French free flight modeller
J Morisset. It’s a quite technical description and 3view of three competition models; A 1.5cc
power model, a Nordic glider and, our subject, a Coupe D’hiver “PIPO” by P Lorceau.
The text fairly freely translates as…
Pierre Lorceau, had been modelling for almost fifteen years before he started serious
competition in 1953, the year he joined Paris Air Model (PAM). Very quickly he became
considered as one of the best constructors and his models reflect the attention and care he
brings to the slightest detail. Lorceau has obtained his best results so far in the category
Coupe d’Hiver. His latest model, Le Pipo, has an excellent glide and “hangs easily” (thermals
well?)
The wing is mounted on a pylon at +2˚ and has a wingspan of 950mmm, 105mm chord and
polyhedral of 100mm. the wing section is a personal profile of 6mm thickness and 2.5mm under
camber. Surface area is 9.5dm2 and aspect ratio 9.5. The TE is 10x3 LE 5x5 shaped. Spar
consists of a web of 6x1 balsa and 2 flanges in 4x1. Rib spacing 32mm with intermediate riblets.
The flat bottomed tailplane is rectangular 370x83mm (area 3.07dm2 32.5% of the wing area)
and mounted at 0˚. TE 9x2.5, LE 4x4 and spar 5x2. Rib spacing 30mm.
The twin fins are 102x70mm. The fuselage, which is partially triangulated, is 650mm long with
3x3 hard balsa longerons. The pylon is covered in 1.5mm balsa.
The single bladed propeller is 380mm diameter and (I think) has a pitch 1.3 – 1.4 x Diameter.
The blade width is 38mm and runs off 380-400 turns on 12 strands of 3x1 Pirelli 29cm long in
28seconds.
The model weighs (with rubber) 84g and the CG is at 50%. The moment arm of 2.8 wing cords
and the 32% tailplane is, apparently, pretty advanced!
Le Pipo was 2nd in Lille and 3rd in Cormielles in April 1954.
And a modern interpretation; This model had a stunningly advanced wing for a Coupe of this
era, coupled with, that rarest of features, a properly webbed spar! Pity it all got stuck onto a
typically short coupled fuselage. A decent diameter prop and certainly not lacking in pitch, it
might be better to use P/D ratio closer to 1.3 than 1.4. It obviously went well in its day, enough
to impress M. Morisset.
There’s a little bit left for interpretation…the fuselage cross section (including the pylon)
would have needed to be a minimum of 2dm2 or 2000mm2. So a maximum 40mm square fuselage
with a full width 10mm tall pylon giving a “master cross section” (French term) of 50x40 =
2000mm2 although, to be honest, the 3view suggests it might have been a little portlier than
this so perhaps it will need to be a bit fatter. The prop shape? All we know is the diameter
and maximum blade width, just be sure it looks “typical for the time” so no Larrabee planforms
please.
Final problem is the wing section, we know the thickness and undercamber, the LE and TE sizes,
and the spar, so draw something up or look around for sections from the day which match. If
it’s in the spirit of the era no one can say that it’s wrong. The tail section is a simple invention,
not a moment’s thought.
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Gavin Manion
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Flight Log

-

Aeromoeller Annual 1954
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Aeromodeller Annual 1954
Editor’s log book, all in the one book and not particularly neat,
in fact scruffy, but I do manage to keep one of sorts.
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Indoor Isn’t For Everyone Pt.31

-

Nick Peppiatt

CO2 Miscellany
It is clear from recent publications and communications that the CO2 scene is far from
dormant. I was pleased to discover from Maris Dislers’ review of the Gasparin G-160 motor
(AeroModeller May 2019) that a number of Gasparin CO2 motor designs are still produced by
Jiri Linka in the Czech Republic (www.old-engine-model.com ). Spare part sets are also available.
The G-160, itself, is another example of Stefan Gasparin’s creativity in that it has no
connecting rod. The piston of extended length pushes directly on the outside of a ball-race
mounted on the crankpin.
The next month’s AeroModeller contained a very useful and informative article on the repair
and maintenance of Telco CO2 motors by Gareth Evans. It is nearly 30 years since these were
last manufactured! The article also gave a list of sources for the small O-rings, steel balls and
fine bore copper tube.
Finally, the SAM1066 and the New Clarion were very pleased to receive communications and a
package from Buz Cederlof in California. Buz is sourcing and can supply spare parts for many
CO2 motors including copper tubing, valve balls and O-rings. Contact him at
CO2@buztruckindustries.com . There is also a ‘CO2 MODEL FLYING’ Facebook page.

Buz Truck Industries Telco CO2 motor spares kits

BTI ball handling tool

Bags and labels for tiny parts
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The package sent by Buz contained spares for a number of CO2 motors, including Brown,
Modela, Telco and DP-03, all nicely presented, in well-labelled heat-sealed bags. Judging by the
spare parts supplied, a lot of European motors must have made their way to North America.
As an example I have taken some photographs of the Telco spares kit, above. The O-rings and
balls can also be supplied separately. Also supplied were a useful tool for handling the cylinder
head and filler valve steel balls, a collection of small plastic bags and labels, to help ensure that
the tiny parts are less likely to get lost, and some general servicing tips.
You now have no excuse for not locating your old CO2 motors, dusting them down and restoring
them to good running order!
CO2 Helicopter
Among Roy Tiller’s finds, when looking for Micro-Jet plans, was the whirliCO2opter. This is
from the hand of the ever inventive and creative Roy Clough and was published in the April
1950 Model Airplane News.
The whirliCO2opter was designed for the Brown Campus Bee CO2 motor, using the steel? tank
to form part of the body. The Campus Bee appears to be a larger version of the A-100, with
the bore increased to 3/16” from 1/8”.
The Buzz was a very similar motor, apparently produced for another company.
I have not found many model aircraft plans for these motors. Roland Mayer’s Stinger from
MAN November 1950 is a 1/2A power model showing the Campus Bee as an alternative (low)
power source.
The Buzz is shown in Bill Winter’s Buzzer (Air Trails December 1948) and in Frank Ehling’s Buzz
Bat (MAN October 1948).
As an aside, Tony Brookes reports in his book ‘CO 2 Powered Model Aircraft’ that the Buzzer
makes an ideal model for the GM-120.
With regard to the whirliCO2opter itself, it should be possible to use a more recent CO2 motor
with an aluminium tank by fitting it in a wooden (plywood?) frame to connect the motor to the
rotor blades. However, there appears to be no mention of the blade coning angle and I am not
clear how you hold it to launch.
This looks like an interesting challenge!

Brown Campus Bee 0.0052 cu in (85mm3) from 1949.
www.craftsmanshipmuseum.com/BrownJr.htm

The nose of Bill Winter’s 30” span Buzzer
from Air Trails December 1948
showing the Buzz CO2 motor installation.
Plans and article on Outerzone.
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Nick Peppiatt
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Paper Airplane: Glider

-

Nick Robinson
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From the book ‘Paper Airplanes’ by Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording
or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Roy Tiller

Report No. 102 Meccano Magazine relaunched.
The last Meccano Magazine to be published by Meccano Ltd. was the July 1967 issue and
readers had to wait until January 1968 for the relaunch under the Model Aeronautical Press
Ltd. brand. MAP was well known, being the publisher of Aeromodeller, Model Boats, Model Cars,
Radio Control Models & electronics, Model Engineer and Model Railway News. Was 2/- now 2/6.
D. J. Laidlaw-Dickson was the Editorial
Director (also of Aeromodeller but I do not
know about the other magazines.) The
editorial page gave a “Welcome to All” and
introduced the editorial staff.

The aeromodelling content in this issue was
the “LOOPILOU”, a 16” wingspan control line
biplane aerobatic trainer suitable for engines
up to 1cc. The designer, Ray Malmstrom, was
a long term contributor to Meccano Magazine.
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The February issue was right up to
date with a swing wing fighter, the
SWINGER, a 14”wingspan swing
wing catapult launch glider. No
designer’s name is given but the
plan is copyright of Meccano
Magazine Plans Service.
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Have a look at the plan and you will
see the rubber band to pull the
wings forward and the five pairs of
lock pin holes for pins to hold the
wings at various angles of sweep.
The title box on the drawing states
“Catapult glider with variable sweep
wings for in flight action.”
In flight action? How is that done?
Read the “Trimming for flight”
notes and all should be revealed.
Given the considerable acceleration
of a CLG at the point of launch one
could well envisage that the inertia
of the wings would cause them to
move to the fully swept position and
then wing drag, aided by the
streamers, could maintain them in that position until the speed dropped to the point where the
rubber band could overcome the drag and pull the wings to the full forward position.
Aerodynamicists please comment.
Who would like to, probably, be the first this century to prove it?
Plan and full article for LOOPILOU and SWINGER available by email.
Keeping with the theme of controlling the flight pattern of HLG’s and CLG’s, in Aeromodeller
Dec 1956, George Wools wrote on Kinetic Energy control and showed his plan for a K.E.
controlled chuck glider. Extracts from the plan and article shown below. Full article and plan
available by email and again aerodynamicists please comment. Is it control by kinetic energy?

28
We must not forget, of course, the A-J
Interceptor,
a
Jim
Walker
design.
Advertisement by A-J Aircraft Company from
MAN May 1956. Plan and pictures from Model
Builder December 1981.
See americanjuniorclassics website.

Finally the ZING WINGS that were offered by John Hook of Flitehook. The photo shows the
18” span version unfolded for gliding and the 24” span version folded for launch. John reports
that the 18” version was the better flyer and easier to trim. Sadly, no stock left at Flitehook
and a web search, whilst finding the name, found no folding flying wings.

More Meccano Mag. next month. Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Clarion Past

-

John Andrews

Extract from an old paperback Clarion of 2003

John Andrews - Goes Indoors - Finale
I think I mentioned last month that I got into foam because I was reluctant to fly my best Mylar
covered indoor models in sports halls due to vulnerability, I was getting ‘fighter pilots twitch’ when other
models were fizzing about behind me. The passing shadows on the wall behind the table always raised
the hairs on the back of my neck if I was prepping a model for flight.
Having gone berserk with foam models, filling a model box with all sorts; EZB’s, Biplanes with
V tails, Tandem-wing Triplanes, they are all so quick and easy to make that you can get carried away,
however my natural leanings towards longer flight duration lead me up yet another material investigation
path, Wilkinson’s Value Food Bags.
Digression, speaking of model boxes I have probably one of the most expensive you can find if
you procure from scratch. It’s the box that our DYSON carpet sweeper came in. It’s an ace box and
comes ready to go, with the hinged lid on the long wide side and three slotted catches to hold it safely
closed. All I did was to fit a carrying handle from a wine box in the middle and it was ready. Oh! I also
coated it with emulsion and decorated it like an iron bound chest, but that’s not mandatory. Close on
£200 is a bit much though.
That’s better, I always feel
refreshed after a digression. Where was
I, Ah! Yes Wilco food bags, these are
made from quite thin plastic of some sort
and I have built an indoor model along
normal lightweight lines and used the
food bags for covering. I had to use quite
a lot of Spray-mount Adhesive to stick it
and cutting the excess with the soldering
iron is not as easy as proper indoor Mylar
but it works. I think Pritt-Stik might be
another adhesive option but it’s a bit on
the heavy side.
I made the fuselage from soft
1/32 sheet, soaked and rolled around a
piece of dowel until dry, then slit and
stuck with cyno. I used a small length of aluminium tube stuck on the back end of the tube and made a
plug-in rear boom from tapered 1/16 sheet. The advantage of the plug-in boom is that tail tilt can be
adjusted to alter the model’s turn diameter for different size venues.
The structure needs to be a little more robust than a normal flimsy; the tail plane on my prototype
gets quite agitated in normal flight and particularly when recovering from a roof bang. If the model hangs
up in the roof and then drops away backwards, the convolutions (good word that) of the tail-plane are
unbelievable and sometimes twist the boom in the mounting tube.
I had my first go at a built up prop, it was a much misshapen elliptical effort built on a 5-inch
diameter metal tube. I held the main spar down with plasticine, stuck on the ribs and then attempted to
bend the wet 1/32 outline around the ribs. I got in an awful mess but somehow I managed to finish up
with an embarrassing but useable prop. I soon had my second go, as on my first indoor meet with the
new model, a styrene scale job got by me at the table and chewed up my first embarrassing effort.
My second attempt depicted in the photo was much easier; I kept the profile in straight lines, no
more ellipses like the first time, after all I was still sweating from the first effort.
First I built the prop outline on the tube and stuck it on the spar later. The blades were fitted to
a rolled paper tube hub so I could set the pitch. I intend to make another similar but with wider blades.
I did cover the blades with indoor Mylar but I may try food bag material next time.
I’ve had 5-minute flights in sports halls already with the prototype and I think longer flights will
be possible when I get a bigger prop, that’s assuming the model stays out of trouble for a few meetings.
The outdoor season is now upon me and I’m not really ready for that yet, and to cap it all the
B.M.F.A. Nationals is now at the start of May and I’ve already invested again in the bulk entry. You’ll be
in for another epistle on my attempts this year. I’ve got me a new Stomper, I’ll see if I can lose this one.
Hey Ho!
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I’d better finish with a little Vintage from Ron Warring’s book.
I mentioned last month that free-flight indoors was pursued more in the States and around
1926 they were flying tissue covered models having flat aerofoils and kite-like tails. 1928 saw
cambered aerofoils; 1929 hollow motor stick, all these models had straight dihedral wings mounted
below the fuselage. 1930 to 1933 saw parasol wings; microfilm; hollow booms and polyhedral.
Microfilm props and tungsten wire bracing came in about 1935 and by 1939 the models were
not far removed from the indoor models of today. In the late 1920’s the tissue covered models were
managing flights of up to 5 minutes and although 3 microfilm models were entered in the 1932
American National contests they were not outstanding performers but created a great deal of
interest. The standard was now set and development over the next few years saw duration’s rocket
up to the twenty minute mark.
The models of this era were quite large, 30 inches wingspan and 22 inches overall length.
They had quite high aspect ratio elliptical wings, about 8 to one and polyhedral.
The rubber used is stated as 1/8th strip about a 20-inch loop driving an 18-inch diameter airscrew of
42-inch pitch.
One interesting difference from the models of today is that these old models were flown in right hand
circles.
Reproduced hereabouts is a Ron Warring BABY indoor design well worth having a go at, I
think even I could manage the elliptical wing. I think it would benefit from a simple built-up prop
though along the lines of my Wilco special.
Well that’s about me written out until I think of some other subject, bye.

John Andrews
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Secretary’s Notes for August 2019

-

Roger Newman

At long last, we managed to hold a successful meeting back on the hallowed turf of Middle
Wallop. Not particularly well attended, as was sort of expected with the imposed restrictions
but nevertheless it was enjoyed greatly by those who attended – even tho’ the temperature
got up to around 30ºC. Other than some initial confusion with the local MWMFC about who was
flying whereas neither of us knew the other was flying, this was easily & amicably sorted out
& both groups carried on flying with zero problems.
As indicated, a modest attendance on a breezy but sunny day. We were located on the far side
of the field with the wind running a stiffish SW breeze, such that the max for the day was
set at 1min 30sec – not highly desirable but proved to be the correct decision as models were
often traversing pretty well the width of the field for the reduced max. Flying was fairly
relaxed but still competitive & all who came enjoyed the day being back on the field.
Competition results as follows:
Combined Vintage/Classic Hi-Start Glider (up to 36” span):
1st - Dave Etherton (Corsair)
1st - Jim Paton (Filibuster)
3rd - John Thatcher (Senator)
5th - Nick Peppiatt (Pinnochio)
1st - Peter Hall (Buckeridge)
3rd - Martin Stagg (Dyna-Mite)
6th - Roy Vaughn (Scram)

Vintage Lightweight Rubber:
4.30 plus 0.17 fly-off;
2nd - Andrew Longhurst (Scram) 4.30;
4.23;
4th Bob Taylor (Senator)
4.08;
1.30

Mini-Vintage:
4.30 plus 1.13 fly-off;
2nd Tony Shepherd (Le Timide)
4.30 plus 1.02 fly-off;
th
4.30; 4 - Jim Paton (Buckeridge) 4.22;
5th - Ken Taylor (Dyna-Mite) 4.07;
3.18; 7th - Ted Challis (Dyna-Mite) 1.30

Open Vintage/Classic Glider (under 250 grams):
1st - Chris Redrup (Caprice)
4.30 plus 1.03 fly-off;
2nd - David Cox
4.30 & DT failure in fly-off;
rd
th
3 - Dave Etherton (Caprice) 3.23;
4 - Geoff Smith (Lulu) 2.57;
5th - Bob Taylor (La Mouette) 2.29
1st - Nick Peppiatt (Fledgling)
3rd - Roy Tiller (Fledgling)
2nd tied - Robin Kimber (Dore)

Under 25” Vintage Rubber:
4.30 plus 1.04 fly-off;
2nd - Jim Paton (Hornet) 4.30 plus 0.54 fly-off;
4.10;
4th - Andrew Longhurst (Flying Cloud Jnr) 3.58

Vintage Coupe:
1st - Richard Fryer (Etienvre)
4.30;
4.28; 2nd tied - Chris Redrup (Etienvre) 4.28; 4th - Ken Taylor (Fuit II)

Relaxed Control!

0.27
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Happy to be back

Traditional SAM1066 conveyance

Many thanks to Peter Hall for pics
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Now the bad news. During this last week, I together with other model groups that were granted
permission to fly at Middle Wallop this year have been informed that the airfield will very
probably not be available to any of us as from January 2020. Very simply, this is due to the
Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club requesting permission to operate from Middle Wallop, having
been given notice to quit flying at the former HMS Daedalus at Lee on the Solent by Fareham
Borough Council, who purchased the airfield from the MoD & are intent on making it a
successful commercial venture. Glider flying was not compatible with their current plans, thus
PNGC moved to Upavon on a “temporary” basis & now seem to have acquired permission for a
more permanent home at Middle Wallop. Even the local MWMFC will apparently not be allowed
to continue flying, much to their dismay.
So after hopes were raised by this year’s activities, they are now dashed – seemingly forever.
Very sad indeed.
5th Area meeting 21st July
Comp results as follows:
Combined Electric: Tony Shepherd (O/D) 7.01

Combined Rubber: Peter Hall (O/D) 2.30

½ A Power: Roy Vaughn (½A Night Train) 6.00
F1H (A1):

Geoff Smith 8.09;

Dave Etherton 6.47;

John Hook 5.01;

Roy firing up his ½ A Night Train & flying away to another max

Tony waiting for a lull in the breeze

David Cox 2.48
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Happy Peter before 1st max in combined rubber

Cagnarata Day
See separate page later in this edition for reminder details of this comp & other points
regarding entry & charges etc. For this meeting, sports fliers are welcome provided they
conform to the overall rules of 250 gram maximum weight & all models to be fitted with an
operable & working DT – mechanical or RDT but not fuses. Additionally – for this meeting, the
Committee has agreed that flying scale rubber models will be permitted to fly without a DT
but conforming to the 250 gram weight rule. We hope this will encourage a few more to come
& enjoy flying at Middle Wallop whilst it is still available.
Crookham Gala
The date for this meeting – as a reminder, is 1st September – again see separate advert later
in this edition of the NC. The comp schedule is the same as last year, & the location is Area 8
of Salisbury Plain.
Drones
My local MP proved to be very diligent & extracted a letter from the Minister of Aviation in
response to my enquiries. However, the response was more of the same, in that it duly repeated
previous party line messages from the DfT & CAA, therefore no new information & totally
anodyne in content. This was followed by a viewing of the self-same minister answering
questions raised by the Science & Technology Committee hearing on drones. The responses
given indicated more of the party line, delivered with a degree of arrogance, peppered with
misleading information & in one case a downright untrue statement. The simple fact that this
Minister admitted to not being able to distinguish between a model aircraft which relies
inherently on the skill of the operator to fly it & a drone which relies totally on inbuilt
technology for its flight pattern & very little on the operator, or the fact that modellers who
fly models are enjoying a satisfying experience complete in its own right rather than the flight
of a drone whose function is much more to do with aerial photography & very little to do with
flying per se, is quite remarkable – or maybe not.
Our own David Phipps came over very well in the previous session & put an admirable case for
modellers, which I fear sadly fell on unresponsive ears.
So the bureaucratic steamroller ploughs on regardless & oblivious to reasoned dialogue.
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U-SPACE – the EU/EASA perspective for the future of Air Traffic Control
Everyone knows that there are fewer and fewer birds in the skies but more and more
drones.
Two EU regulations were published on 11 June for classifying drones into three categories and
prescribing the way to operate them, these form the basis of the DfT legislation which has
yet to be published. The point now is about integrating them in great numbers into nonsegregated airspace, namely about mixing them with manned aircraft.
In Europe, the concept for making the integration possible and safe is called “U-space”.
This naming is taken from a US acronym “UTM” which stands for “Air Traffic Management for
Unmanned Aircraft Systems”. “UTM” is about how airspace will be managed, to enable multiple
drone operations beyond visual line-of-sight, where air traffic services are not provided.
You could think that “U-space” is a kind of Air Traffic Management-driven topic?
“U-space” is much more than a traditional issue. What is proposed is “a digital system
delivering a set of automated functions, services and procedures to ensure safe, secure,
sustainable and efficient aircraft operations in a specific volume of airspace.
Every flight will have to be connected and accepted by the automated service provider.
Every flight will be subject to cost-recovery, of course. The acceptance should be fair and
demand-driven.”
So there you have the rationale behind the convoluted thinking of the Dft & CAA, who wish to
be seen as pioneering whereas in fact they are merely following EASA thinking whilst putting
their own spin on the subject, since these EASA proposals on U-space have been in the public
domain for some time.
Thanks to European Air Sports for significant input on this topic.
News from Italy
The latest L’Aquilone has just arrived from Italy
containing, as usual, interesting articles, pictures,
comp results & this time a list of recently deceased
modellers – mostly in their ‘90s, must be something
about the Italian lifestyle etc! The comp results
included those from the European SAM RC event.
There are too many categories to describe but
models of note (to us) included Dixielander, Creep,
Gool, Playboy Senior, Guff, Top Banana & Jaded Maid
– these were all in various RC assist duration comps.
There was even a comp for rubber powered RC
assist, dominated by a (presumably) Czech design –
Sokol 465G, with the top 6 places being filled by
modellers from the Czech republic & Romania. Would
be interesting to see a 3 view of this model to see
what makes it so appealing.

Back cover of L’Aquilone

On a sadder note, one of the departed was Giuseppe
Tortora at the age of 93, he was an extremely
talented engineer who manufactured a variety of
exquisite engines ranging from a tiny diesel of 0.095
cc capacity to a 4 cylinder 10cc Boxer engine. David
Baker used to have several of his engines on offer at the late lamented Watford Swap meet
many years ago.
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We are not the only ones affected by bad weather! Note the flying conditions at a recent
control line meeting that took place at Modena in May this year.

On a more cheerful end, this summer has seen very active & regular flying by a couple of
Spitfires operating from the former HMS Daedalus airfield in Lee on the Solent. They are
operated by Boultbee Flight Academy & are based at Goodwood but appear to have taken
advantage of the newly surfaced hard runway at Daedalus to operate revenue earning flights
for those who are fortunate enough to be able to afford £2750 for a ½ hour flight & there
seems to be plenty of takers judging by the number of flights. We are fortunate enough to be
able to sit in the back garden & watch them as they circulate round & round.

Roger Newman
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Plans for the Month

-

Roger Newman

Glider: An A1 for a change from Alan Brocklehurst – AmI,
published as a nice free design in the Aeromodeller

Rubber: A typical Italian elegant design from 1945 – FM 15
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Power: Bowden 1959 Practical Mechanics design
simple power model that exceeds the 250 gram rule – but nice!

That’s all Folks
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Provisional Events Calendar 2019
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 10th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 3rd
March 24th

Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 19th
April 21st
April 27th

Friday
Sunday
Saturday

Northern Gala, Barkston Heath
Croydon Wake. Day & SAM1066, Beaulieu
SAM1066, Middle Wallop (Cancelled)

May 5th
May 25th
May 26th
May 27th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Southern Area Gala 2018/9 Odiham
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath

June 9th
June 29th

Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 4th Area Competitions
SAM1066, Middle Wallop

July 21st
July 27th/28th

Sunday
Saturday/Sunday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 10th
August 17th

Saturday
Saturday

Cagnarata day, Croydon/1066 Mid. Wallop
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

1st Sunday
15th Sunday
22nd Sunday
28th/29th Sat/Sunday

6th
12th
13th
13th
14th
19th
26th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday

Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 6th Area Competitions
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
London Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
SAM1066, Middle Wallop
Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
Croydon Coupe Day/1066, Salisbury Plain
Midland Gala, Barkston Heath

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John & Pauline
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA Free Flight Committee
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
David Lloyd-Jones
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand
Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.freeflight.bmfa.org/
www.bmfa.org
www.sabmfa.org.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org
www.raynesparkmac.co.nf
www.modellvänner.se

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews

